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Image and Video Retrieval

Video Summarization

Open Source Softwares for Video/Image Processing:

**FFmpeg**, video processing tool supporting a lot of video formats

**OpenCV**, The Open Computer Vision Library is a collection of algorithms and sample code for various computer vision problems.

**movie thumbnailer**, video summarization tool based on FFmpeg

**vdbms** video database management system, one of its components is called FeatureExtraction (both binary and source code available at [http://www.cs.purdue.edu/vdbms/binaries.html](http://www.cs.purdue.edu/vdbms/binaries.html), complies in Visual Studio) input of FeatureExtraction is a mpg format video file, then the code can extract each frame, analyze image features, such as color histogram, edge histogram, then select keyframes and save as jpg format images.

About Video Summarization

Video Summarization, related research topics: video segmentation, key frame detection, shot detection, video abstraction, video clustering, ...

Algorithms: K-Means, Mean-Shift, ...

Papers

There are a lot of papers for video summarization. For example,

1. Video summarisation: A conceptual framework and survey of the state of the art
2. Correlating summarization of multi-source news with k-way graph bi-clustering
3. Keyframe-based video summarization using Delaunay clustering